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Vang, Mai (CI-StPaul)

From: Karly Garofalo <karlygiraffe@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, April 12, 2018 2:25 PM
To: *CI-StPaul_LegislativeHearings
Subject: 908 Jefferson Avenue
Attachments: PIC1.pdf; PIC2.pdf; PIC3.pdf

     20161214 is a video sent in an earlier package. City of Saint Paul and employees trespass on 908 Jefferson Avenue 
property walk up to privacy fence and peek inside the home/curtilage of 908 Jefferson Avenue. A steel cabinet can be 
seen at the place where the peeking takes place. This is the vantage point ED SMITH DSI took all pictures of curtilage 
from. The steel cabinet can be seen in ED SMITH's photos. 
 
     PIC1, PIC2 and PIC3 are examples of steel cabinet in bottom of photos used in administrative search warrant 
application 62-cv-17-5116.In violation of City of Saint Paul code chapter 280 section 280.05. -Trespassing and section 
280.01.- Lurking. Violation of MN Statute 561.01 Nuisance; Action.  
 
     Look upon Boyd v. United States, 116 U.S. 616 (1886) curtilage has been a fundamental principle in American Law. 
 
     Breaking open curtilage video shows City of Saint Paul and employees breaking open the home in violation of 4th 
amendment through the 14th amendment. Administrative search warrant 62-cv-17-5116 gave no authorization to break 
open 908 Jefferson Avenue home/curtilage. 
 
     F.M. (family member) video shows SPPD officer QUAST illegally detaining family member assault and battery by 
grabbing her arm and pushing her off 3 separate times. QUAST threatened detention in the back seat of his cruiser if 
family member continued to protect property not on search warrant list even though SPPD invited family member over. 
This is a civil case why is SPPD touching any man or woman? Remember SPPD officer QUAST was put on notice back in 
video shot on June 28th 2017 when QUAST grabbed Christopher Conner by the back of his arm and Christopher Conner 
informed Quast that he should not be physically touching grabbing anyone on 908 Jefferson Avenue property. 
 
     City of Saint Paul and employees since 2014 have had no consent to be on 908 Jefferson Avenue property. 908 
Jefferson Avenue has not harmed any man or the public in any way. City of Saint Paul and employees have been harming 
the public by taking source separated recycling and throwing recycling into landfills, physically harming man and woman 
by pinching and grabbing and pushing around not to mention the mental anguish of 4 years of having vandals constantly 
carrying off property in a capricious hap hazard way.  
 
     i have more video and documentation concerning the last 2 warrants issued on 908 Jefferson Avenue that i will get 
out to you.  Thank you for your time    

 F.M.(family member) rights to property chi_001.mp4 
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